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An analytic equation describing the torque between two magnetic dipoles is derived in
this paper. We assume that the dipole sizes are small compared to their separation.
Based on a previously derived force calculation between two magnetic dipoles, we derive
an analytic expression for the torque. Note that the derived torque decreases with the
third power of the distance between the dipoles. It is also interesting to note that the
torque on the first dipole is not necessarily equal in magnitude and opposite in direction
to the torque on the second dipole. This is due to the torque of both dipoles about a
common center of mass.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is extremely difficult to develop any physical intuition regarding the
direction or magnitude of the torques between two magnetic dipoles,
except in the cases where the dipole moments are either parallel or
perpendicular to the separation vector between the dipoles. A closed-
form analytic expression would make it much easier to develop this
intuition.

* Corresponding author.
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Torques on magnetic dipoles have been previously calculated by
Vaidman [1]. However, the torque of one magnetic dipole on another
has not yet been derived in electromagnetism textbooks or the period-
ical literature.

Such an analytic expression of this torque is derived and presented in
this paper, for the case of the dipole separation large compared with
their sizes.

II. PREVIOUS WORK ON THE FORCE BETWEEN
TWO MAGNETIC DIPOLES

The magnetic force exerted by a circuit a carrying a current Ia on a
circuit b carrying a current Ib (in MKS units) is [2]

Fab R3 (1)

where #o is the magnetic constant, the permeability of free space, equal
to 47r 10-7 NA-z, Ib is the current of circuit b, a is the path increment
vector along circuit a, db is the path increment vector along circuit b, R
is the vector from circuit path element da to circuit path element db and
7is the vector from the center of circuit path element da to the center of
circuit path element db. This geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1.

FIGURE Geometry of the two magnetic dipoles.
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The magnetic dipole moments of these two circuits are defined as:

’aJia - /a X da (2)

and

/b//b -- /b X b, (3)

where t3a is the vector from the center of the magnetic dipole a to circuit
element da and t3b is the vector from the center of the magnetic dipole b
to circuit element db.

Based on this nomenclature, we derived the final force equation of
dipole a on dipole b as [2]:

3#0mambFab 4rrr4
(?(rha" rhb) + rha(?, rhb) + rhb(f, rha)

5/(/"/a)(/" if/b))
3/0

47rr---a (( x/a) x/b q- (/3 X /7b) X /a 2f(na’/b)

qL_ 5/(/ X r/a). (/ X iV/b)), (4)

where the circumflex indicates a unit vector, and a plain character
indicates the magnitude of a vector, e.g. F rf.

III. TORQUE BETWEEN TWO MAGNETIC DIPOLES

To derive the torque, we will find the magnetic field Bab generated by
dipole a at the location of dipole b, and take the cross product of the
magnetic moment ofdipole b with the magnetic field created by dipole a.
We make use of previously derived [2] relationships for (1/rn)
-nF/rn+2 and (rfi-r-’)
At the location of dipole b, the magnetic field generated by dipole a is

given by [3]:

Bab 4rr r3

_,o[4rr
(rha.7) 75 +75
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47r
(ir/a" f--) nt- - (5)

/z0 [3(ra" r-)f’-- r2rfia]
47rr

The resulting torque generated by dipole a on dipole b is then given by:

"ab rb Bab,

’---0 [3irb (/7a" -’)--r2(/b /a)], (6)47rr
#omamb [3(rha. )(rhb x ?) q- (rha x b)]
4r

Note the asymmetry: ifwe interchange a and b we find that in general,
[ab --?ba]. It might appear from this asymmetry that the equations
violate conservation of angular momentum. However, the total torque
on the system (which must sum to zero) includes not only the torques
calculated by Eq. (6), which are torques on each dipole about its center
of mass, but also a torque on the two-dipole system because the force
between the dipoles (Eq. (4)) is not parallel to the vector from the center
of one dipole to the other. The cross product ffab X 7is in general non-
zero. Thus conservation of angular momentum is conserved, after
taking into account the angular momentum of both dipoles about their
common center of mass. Another way to look at this is to note that

Fab + ab + ba 0, which implies that the net torque on the system
equals zero, equivalent to the conservation of total angular momentum.

For various arbitrary combinations of magnetic dipole orientations,
both forces and torques can be produced. In a previous companion
paper [2], forces between two magnetic dipoles are discussed. The
equations in the present paper allow us to understand the torques in
fairly simple and intuitive terms. Here, the total torque is proportional
to the product ofthe two magnetic moments, and inversely proportional
to the third power of the distance between them. There is (1) a com-

ponent parallel to the cross product of the two magnetic moments, and
(2) a component felt by each individual dipole parallel to the cross
product of its dipole moment with the separation vector between the
two dipoles. The relative magnitudes of these components is a function
of the geometrical relationships between the two dipole moments and
between each dipole and the separation vector between them. The
asymmetry of the two torques Tab and Tba is due to component (2).
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In addition, we performed typical magnetic torque calculations, using
an Excel spreadsheet. Consider the case oftwo dipoles separated by m
(large compared with the magnetic dipole loop diameters) in Yusing an
XYZ coordinate system. Consider also that each dipole has a magnetic
moment equal to 100 Am2 in magnitude, with the magnetic moment a
parallel to Yand the magnetic moment b parallel to X. We then find that
both dipoles experience a torque parallel to the Z axis with dipole a

exerting a torque of 0.0020 Nm on b, and dipole b exerting a torque of
0.0010 Nm on a. As has been previously noted, not only do the torques
on the dipoles fail to cancel each other, but in this case they are in the
same direction and add. However, the total torque on the system is
zero because of the sum of the x F torques exerted by each dipole on
the other.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We derived the analytical expression of the torque between two mag-
netic dipoles. This torque decreases by the third power of the distance
between the two dipoles. Note also the asymmetry in the torque vectors:
in general [ab --ba].
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